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Background: basic concepts	


  Non-locality and quantum mechanics 

v  Einstein’s (EPR) spooky action at a distance 1935 
v  Schrodinger’s cat 1935  
v  Bell’s theorem 1965 
v  GHZ’s extreme multiparticle quantum non-locality 1990’s 
v  Relationship among them  

  Introduce formalism of entanglement 
v  Various criteria for entanglement 
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The beginnings of quantum entanglement 

Non-locality, reality and quantum mechanics 

ü   EPR PARADOX 1935: Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen 
                      Believed it was correct but incomplete                                                                                   

ü   Schodinger’s cat: Schrodinger 1935 
                      introducing entanglement: inseparability 

ü   Bell’s theorem: Bell, 1965 
                      give a test for: LHV vs QM   

ü   GHZ’s theorem: extreme multiparticle quantum non-locality 1990’s 

ü   Relation among them 

                     

 Non-locality and quantum mechanics	




EPR paradox 1935	

• Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen 

• Einstein was unhappy about quantum mechanics 

• Believed it was correct but incomplete 

Bohm’s version 



EPR correlation: Dr Bertlmann’s socks  	
Words of John Bell to explain EPR correlation:	

Understanding EPR correlation: 
Dr Bertlmann’s socks 

Words of John Bell to explain EPR correlation: 

Bertlmann socks and correlation 

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen argument 
 (EPR paradox) 

Four steps to EPR’s argument: section1.2 notes 
STEP 1: 

For singlet state, ALL spin components are correlated 

Exercise 1: Show that all spin  
components are correlated. 

Bohm’s version 

Step (2) EPR make the argument stronger: 

 Introduce Alice and Bob 

Two spatially separated measurements 

Alice looks at one sock, Bob the other 



Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) argument:   
“Elements of reality”	
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) argument: 

“Elements of reality” 

The colour of the second sock was  
predetermined – why?  

because we can predict the colour 
by measurement on another  
spatially separated system 

EPR call the colour of the second sock 
 an “element of reality” 

 of the system 
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EPR make the argument stronger:  
Introduce Alice and Bob 	
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If and only if they share an entangled state:!
!
Alice�s local measurement operator will collapse!
their shared quantum state into an eigenstate of !
that particular operator. Her choice of local !
measurement gives her the ability to steer Bob�s!
 results via this choice !

Bob trusts his local description!
of QM for his measurement device!

Entangled!
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Two spatially separated measurements Alice 
looks at one sock, Bob the other	

Step (2) EPR make the argument stronger: 

 Introduce Alice and Bob 

Two spatially separated measurements 

Alice looks at one sock, Bob the other 

	
Spin measurement events are spacelike 
separated! Alice cannot signal her outcome to 
Bob	

Step (2) now look at spin and EPR’s  “locality” 

• Suppose Alice measures one spin to be “up” 
• She knows Bob will measure his spin to be “down”  
•  Assume no “spooky action at a distance” – “locality” 
    Alice’s measurement does not change Bob’s system 
• Then Bob’s spin (like the colour of the sock) is predetermined 
• Bob’s spin particle has a definite value (hmmm?)-  

  an “Element of Reality” or “hidden variable” 

Spin measurement events are spacelike separated! 
Alice cannot signal her outcome to Bob 

Step (2) EPR make the argument stronger: 

 Introduce Alice and Bob 

Two spatially separated measurements 

Alice looks at one sock, Bob the other 
 spin components 

Are correlated!	

All of Bob’s 
spins at any 
given time 
are either 
“up” or 
“down” 	



EPR argument: EPR are rigorous  
– Assume premise of local realism	EPR argument step 2 : EPR are rigorous 

Assume premise of local realism  

• EPR introduce local realism 
• Measurement by Alice doesn’t change Bob’s system “locality” 
•  If the result of measurement can be predicted with absolute 
certainty, without disturbing the system, then that result was a 
predetermined property of the system- ”realism” 
• Local realism implies 
     Bob’s z-spin component is predetermined (hidden variable) 

EPR’s words PRA,1935 
EPR argument step 2 : EPR are rigorous 

Assume premise of local realism  

• EPR introduce local realism 
• Measurement by Alice doesn’t change Bob’s system “locality” 
•  If the result of measurement can be predicted with absolute 
certainty, without disturbing the system, then that result was a 
predetermined property of the system- ”realism” 
• Local realism implies 
     Bob’s z-spin component is predetermined (hidden variable) 

EPR’s words PRA,1935 

 spin components 
Are predetermined!	



EPR argument: Quantum mechanics is 
correct but incomplete	

EPR’s argument : assume local realism 

•  Conclude: All of Bob’s spin components are completely predetermined    

    - hidden variables (“elements of reality”) for each exist 

•  BUT this contradicts any quantum description for Bob’s system! 

  

•  EPR conclude: Quantum mechanics is correct but incomplete! 	



The beginnings of quantum entanglement 
ü   EPR paradox: Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen 1935 
                      Believed it was correct but incomplete                                                                                   

ü   SCHRODINGER’S CAT 1935 
                      introducing entanglement: inseparability 

ü   Bell’s theorem: Bell, 1965 
                      experiments  

ü   GHZ’s theorem: extreme multiparticle quantum non-locality 1990’s 

ü   Relation among them 
                     

 Non-locality and quantum mechanics	




Schrodinger’s cat- how is it created?	Schrodinger’s cat- how is it created? 

If initial state is the spin superposition, so that the overall initial state is 

Then the final state is (Schrodinger equation is linear) 

Then consider the interaction with the detector and the cat, similarly, we get 

Interaction of micro- system with the detector described by  
  Hamiltonian H 

If the initial state is       and that of detector is           

 then the  final combined state is  

If initial state is       , then final state is   



Schrodinger’s response to EPR – “entangled” states	

Schrodinger cat : Entanglement	Schrodinger cat : Entanglement  

• Entangled states 
• Action of observer Alice reduces state of Bob  
• Unless we accept a predetermined underlying correlation 

 between A  and B, this seems like spooky action at a  
  distance (“steering”) 

• So the cat was dead or alive before measured by Alice? 
• If so, this isn’t in the quantum description- hidden variables? 

Spatial separation 



Alternative theories for massive objects: 
Penrose, Diosi... 

How does “not one or the other until measured” work for macroscopic superpositions?	

Alternative theories for massive objects: Penrose, Diosi…	



So - Schrodinger’s Entangled States	

A (pure) entangled state is one that cannot be written in any 
factorized form i.e.	

A (pure) entangled state is one that cannot be  
written in any  factorised form i.e. 

A (pure) entangled state is one that cannot be  
written in any  factorised form i.e. 



Separable Quantum States	Separable Quantum States 

• Separable states are mixtures of factorised states 
   “unentangled” states 

• Local density operators incorporate uncertainty principle  
                               local fuzziness 

•  Reduces correlations between A  and B - can’t get EPR 

        probability 

       density operator 

•  Separable states are mixtures of factorised states  
                     - “unentangled” states 

•  Local density operators incorporate uncertainty principle  

                     - local fuzziness 

•  Reduces correlations between A and B - can’t get EPR	



Entangled states: let’s look at them	

Entangled states are non-separable: 2 classic examples	Entangled states are non-separable: 2 classic examples 

• Entangled states - greater correlation than separable states  
                   for both conjugate (non-commuting) observables 

• Alice can predict Bob’s x and p with no fuzziness -  
                    despite uncertainty relation! 

• Both conditional variances are zero: 
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                    despite uncertainty relation! 
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 Non-locality and quantum mechanics	




A (pure) entangled state is one that cannot be  
written in any  factorised form i.e. 

IF we use 
quantum mechanics  

IF we assign local hidden variables ! to each spin:  

Measure Alice and Bob’s spin product for different angle settings: 

Construct 

Pauli spins +1, -1 
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Construct 
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Construct 
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IF we use 
quantum mechanics  

IF we assign local hidden variables ! to each spin:  

Measure Alice and Bob’s spin product for different angle settings: 

Construct 

Pauli spins +1, -1 

Measure Alice and Bob’s spin product for different angle settings, construct:	

IF we assign local hidden variables to each spin:	

IF we use 
quantum mechanics  

IF we assign local hidden variables ! to each spin:  

Measure Alice and Bob’s spin product for different angle settings: 

Construct 

Pauli spins +1, -1 

IF we use quantum mechanics	

IF we use 
quantum mechanics  

IF we assign local hidden variables ! to each spin:  

Measure Alice and Bob’s spin product for different angle settings: 

Construct 

Pauli spins +1, -1 

IF we use 
quantum mechanics  

IF we assign local hidden variables ! to each spin:  

Measure Alice and Bob’s spin product for different angle settings: 

Construct 

Pauli spins +1, -1 

Bell’s theorem: The local hidden variable (LR) prediction 	

Local realism – local hidden parameters	

Bell’s theorem: let’s take a closer look 
The local hidden variable (LR) prediction 

Recall: There is perfect correlation between Alice and Bob’s  
 spin " components, and spin # components 

Bell’s theorem: let’s take a closer look 
The local hidden variable (LR) prediction 

Recall: There is perfect correlation between Alice and Bob’s  
 spin " components, and spin # components 

Bell’s theorem: let’s take a closer look 
The local hidden variable (LR) prediction 

Recall: There is perfect correlation between Alice and Bob’s  
 spin " components, and spin # components 

For Bob:	For Alice:	 Correlation:	

For example:	

What does quantum mechanics say? 

Quantum mechanics: four Bell states violate CHSH Bell Inequality 

Exercise 3: calculate this prediction 



The beginnings of quantum entanglement 
ü   EPR paradox: Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen 1935 
                      Believed it was correct but incomplete                                                                                   

ü   Schodinger’s cat: Schrodinger 1935 
                      introducing entanglement: inseparability 

ü   Bell’s theorem: Bell, 1965 
                      give a test for: LHV vs QM  

ü  Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) THEOREM: extreme 
multiparticle quantum non-locality 1990’s     

ü   Relation among them 
                     

 Non-locality and quantum mechanics	




GHZ States: 	

What is your guess?  
Are violations of LHV theories possible as the number of particles increase? 
How does quantum mechanics behave? 
Need to look at LHV versus QM predictions	
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Charles	

Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger GHZ 
multipartite extreme nonlocality 

•  Can predict any spin, by measuring other two 
•  Hence, LR no “spooky action at a distance” tells us each spin is predetermined 
•  The spins are described by hidden variables %! #

# # #(value +1 or -1 ….so always %!2=1, also                     etc ) 

What does EPR’s Local realism say about this? 
Charles 

! 
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Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger GHZ 
multipartite extreme nonlocality 

•  Can predict any spin, by measuring other two 
•  Hence, LR no “spooky action at a distance” tells us each spin is predetermined 
•  The spins are described by hidden variables %! #

# # #(value +1 or -1 ….so always %!2=1, also                     etc ) 

What does EPR’s Local realism say about this? 
Charles 

! 

"x
A"y

B"y
C = +1

“ all or nothing” multiparty non-locality 

Consider the three “party” spin state: 

So if Alice and Bob make their measurement        and  
they can predict that of Charlie’s      . vv and etc 
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Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger GHZ 
multipartite extreme nonlocality 

What does QM say? 

Mermin article  

The Quantum result is exactly opposite the local realism result! 
Extreme violation – in one measurement! 

Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger GHZ 
multipartite extreme nonlocality 

What does QM say? 

Mermin article  

The Quantum result is exactly opposite the local realism result! 
Extreme violation – in one measurement! 

Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger GHZ 
multipartite extreme nonlocality 

What does QM say? 

Mermin article  

The Quantum result is exactly opposite the local realism result! 
Extreme violation – in one measurement! 

Mermin article: physics today	



The beginnings of quantum entanglement 
ü   EPR paradox: Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen 1935 
                      Believed it was correct but incomplete                                                                                   

ü   Schodinger’s cat: Schrodinger 1935 
                      introducing entanglement: inseparability 

ü   Bell’s theorem ELL’S THEORM 1965 
                      give a test for: LHV vs QM 

ü   GHZ’s theorem: extreme multiparticle quantum non-locality 1990’s 

ü   RELATION AMONG THEM 

 Non-locality and quantum mechanics	




Bob is sceptical that Alice can remotely affect (steer) his state. Bob trusts his measuring device 
(represented by the white box), in particular that it behaves according to the laws of quantum 
mechanics, but makes no assumptions about Alice… 
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!
Alice�s local measurement operator will collapse!
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that particular operator. Her choice of local !
measurement gives her the ability to steer Bob�s!
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Bob trusts his local description!
of QM for his measurement device!

Entangled! I can steer your 
measurement 
results 

No you can’t, 
my quantum 
stat is local to 
me. I just 
don’t know 
what it is 
before I 
measure it 



Operational definitions	




Steering quantum information task 	




Background: basic concepts	


  Non-locality and quantum mechanics 

v  Einstein’s (EPR) spooky action at a distance 1935 
v  Schrodinger’s cat 1935  
v  Bell’s theorem 1965 
v  GHZ’s extreme multiparticle quantum non-locality 
v  Relationship among them  

  Introduce formalism of entanglement 
v  Various criteria for entanglement 
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Pure state: Entropy of entanglement（two modes/ particles） 

One measure of entanglement is the von Neumann entropy SA of the reduced matrix 
                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
    E=0  no entanglement 

    Emax=log(N+1)  maximum 

 

²  Necessary and sufficient; Pure state, hard for qudits 

Pure state entanglement measures 	



Mixed state: Entanglement of formation – Benett et al 

 
                      For two qubits system, “concurrence” – Wootters. 
 

²  Necessary and sufficient; can measure mixed state, but hard for higher dimension 
– N qudits 

Mixed state entanglement measures 	

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen argument 
 (EPR paradox) 

Four steps to EPR’s argument: section1.2 notes 
STEP 1: 

For singlet state, ALL spin components are correlated 

Exercise 1: Show that all spin  
components are correlated. 

Bohm’s version 

Entanglement criteria for large systems? 

Sufficient, but not necessary? 

Easy to calculate and to measure? 



Detecting entanglement using squeezing: 

    CV case: for a quantum state,                      (LUR) 
                     Assuming separability: the variance of a mixture must not be less than the 

average of the variances of its components 

 
 
     A sufficient criterion for entanglement (Duan type):  
    
 
     Spin version:  
 
 

²  Different scriteria are useful in different situations 

Entanglement measures: Local Uncertainty Relations 	



Entangled atoms: spin squeezing criterion	

 1. N identical spin ½ systems (atoms) denoted by i 

 Define and measure collective spins 
 
                                               (not able to test EPR/ nonlocality) 

 Each system satisfies Local Uncertainty Relation 

 If  there is no entanglement, we can write the density operator as a mixture of 
 product states: 
 
  

•  Violation of this “spin squeezing inequality” indicate entanglement! 

•  If we observe a collective spin squeezing good enough so  

   Then we have entanglement (between at least 2 systems)	



2. Hillery-Zubairy (HZ) criteria： 
 
 

²  Sensitive to the fluctuation of atoms in the systems 
 
3. Spin version of HZ criteria: 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Phase-entanglement criterion: 
 
 
 
5. Many others type of criteria… 



Entangled atoms: spin squeezing criterion 
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Assuming NO entanglement, we write 

Now consider the variance in the collective spin.  
(2) We use convexity and separability to get the first step (compare with previous proof) 

(3) What is the minimum variance for any single spin system? 
Use                                    we find  

! 

"2JZ
i # JX

i 2
/(2 j)2 $"2JZ

i # JX
i 2

where j =1/2 Applies to any R 

But how many particles/sites are 
genuinely entangled?���
���
Genuine multiparticle EPR steering?	�
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Multipartite entanglement & EPR steering: 
                         motivation	


  Latest experiments:  
v  Pingkoy et al：arXiv:1201.6024v1 “Programmable Multimode Quantum Networks ”        

                                (accepted by Nature Commun.)  

v  Aiko et al: arXiv:1206.4446v1 “Observation of one-way EPR steering” (Hannover Germany)  

v  Polzik et al: PRL 107, 080503 (2011) “Entanglement generated by dissipation and steady

 state Entanglement of two macroscopic objects” 

v  Howard Wiseman et al: Nature Physics, (2011) “Experimental EPR-steering using Bell-local

 states”   

v  Jing Zhang et al: PRL 108, 190501 (2012) “Superactivation of Multipartite Unlockable

 Bound Entanglement” 

v  … 
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FIG. 1: Multimode entanglement via emulated linear optics networks. Squeezed light and vacua are mixed
together using unitary operations in order to produce entangled mode states. Unless otherwise stated beam-splitters are
50% reflective. Superscripts denote mode basis and subscripts denote mode number. a, The emulated linear optics network
used to measure 2-mode EPR entanglement. b, 8-mode entanglement via a calculated concatenation of beam-splitter and ⇡

phase shift operations. The dots between a and b imply virtual networks for N = 3...7, not shown here for brevity (results
shown in Figure 5).

pattern within the light beam. These spatial mode pat-
terns, Gaussian profiles modulated by respective elec-
tronic gains, are shown visually in Figure 3, while the
detection stage of Figure 2 shows how we implement this
experimentally. The spatial modes are orthogonal to each
other, spanning a basis so that the independent measure-
ment of each mode is possible10.

We create two amplitude squeezed modes via opti-
cal parametric amplification (OPA). The first mode is
converted to a flip mode (FM) by phase delaying half
its beam by half a wavelength, ⇡ (see inset of Fig. 2).
The FM is overlapped in quadrature with the Gaus-
sian mode (GM) output of the second OPA upon re-
flection of its output coupler11. These two squeezed
modes are the first two modes of what we refer to as
the input basis; â

1

and â

2

. Six co-propagating vacua
modes are measured by calculating Gn vectors that are
orthognonal to both â

1

and â

2

. These vacua modes (la-
beled â

3

...â
8

) complete the input mode basis (see middle
row of Figure 3). Each spatial mode is characterised by
the quadrature operators x̂ and p̂ of the electric field
operator. The x̂ and p̂ variance measurements of the
eight modes in the input basis are shown in Fig. 5 (a and
b). Here, h[�x

GM

]2i = h[�x

1

]2i = �4.3 ± 0.05dB and
h[�x

FM

]2i = h[�x

2

]2i = �3.7 ± 0.05dB below the stan-
dard quantum noise, and the variances of the vacua are
verified to equal quantum noise.

A basis of entangled modes is measured by taking N
modes from the input mode basis and mixing them to-
gether in a linear combination calculated by virtual net-
works. After a calibration run to measure the input mode
basis, optimal virtual networks are calculated allowing
for optimisation of beam-splitters due to assymetries in
the squeezing levels of input modes. The unitaries we
have access to in programming the virtual networks are

beam-splitters and ⇡ phase shifts. The ⇡ phase shift is
equivalent to multiplying â by �1. Note that arbitrary
phase shifts are forbidden as each measurement natu-
rally corresponds to detection at a fixed phase defined
by a shared reference beam, the local oscillator. Impor-
tantly, each of these virtual network mappings are stored
o✏ine, to be used at the time of detection to project the
MPHD subtracted photocurrent onto any desired basis
in real time. Linear optics networks are emulated by this
unique mapping from the input mode basis to an entan-
gled mode basis.

The most intuitive virtual network we create is the 2-
mode EPR state12 shown in Figure 1 (a) with 2 squeezed
inputs. Here we engineer spatial mode patterns which
have no spatial overlap; the left half of the beam is en-
tangled with the right half (see the top left of Figure 3).
Spatial Modes measured in a mode basis are given a su-
perscript N to distinguish them from modes in the input
basis; a2

1

and a

2

2

represent the two modes spanning the
N=2-mode EPR basis. The supplementary methods de-
tail how we create virtual networks for each of the N=2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8-mode bases. In general we construct
networks pertaining to N modes by concatenating N-1
virtual beam-splitters with vacua on unused input ports.
This is a highly e�cient approach to creating multimode
entanglement as the arduous tasks of mode matching and
alignment are replaced with the ease of programming.

In order to verify entanglement between measured
modes we use the well-established van Loock-Furusawa
inseparability criteria13. For an N -mode entangled state,

“Multimode entanglement via emulated linear optics networks”	

8

FIG. 4: Noise variance measurements of the spatial modes. a, x quadrature measurements of the input mode basis.
The squeezed h[�x1]

2i is shown in the red and anti-squeezed h[�x2]
2i is shown in the blue. The x quadrature variances

of the 6 vacua modes are measured to equal quantum noise (0dB). b, p quadrature measurements. The anti-squeezed
h[�p1]

2i is shown in the red and squeezed h[�p2]
2i is shown in the blue. The p quadrature variances of the 6 modes are

again measured to equal quantum noise, confirming they are vacua. c, These variances show the x quadrature correlations
between modes as in the first half of the L.H.S. of equation (2) of the text. Every column shows N-1 traces of x quadrature
correlations below shot noise, as well as the blue shot noise trace (0dB) normalised to two units of vacua. Each green
trace shows h[�(x̂N

1 � x̂

N
2 )]

2i for each N-mode basis. Each new color represents the other N-1 variance correlation traces of
equation (2). d, Correlations between measured modes in p quadrature, second half of the L.H.S. of equation (2). Each
green trace now shows h[�(p̂N1 +p̂

N
2 +g3p̂

N
3 +...+gNp̂

N
N)]

2i. The traces overlapping shows that each pair of modes is entangled
with the same strength as any other pair of modes, a result of optimising for symmetry in the virtual networks. e, The
blue dashed line represents the bound of separability. The red rectangles are the measured experimental values given by
adding together the x quadrature correlation terms and the p quadrature correlation terms (L.H.S. of equation 2). The blue
line (theory) shows inseparability as a function of the number of modes in the basis, with the same two squeezed inputs
used in the experiment. All experimental losses have been taken into account. The red line (theory) predicts the degree
of inseparability given two symmetric squeezed inputs of -10dB each, and again N-2 vacua. Refer to the supplementary

material for how the networks are constructed.
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that particular operator. Her choice of local !
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 results via this choice !

Bob trusts his local description!
of QM for his measurement device!
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Entangled!

Charles	

Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger GHZ 
multipartite extreme nonlocality 

•  Can predict any spin, by measuring other two 
•  Hence, LR no “spooky action at a distance” tells us each spin is predetermined 
•  The spins are described by hidden variables %! #

# # #(value +1 or -1 ….so always %!2=1, also                     etc ) 

What does EPR’s Local realism say about this? 
Charles 
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B and C can be entangled 

A and B can be entangled 

A and C can be entangled 

Genuine three-partite entanglement	




For a 3-particle entangled state: experiment 	

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 080404 (2003) 

Genuine three-partite entanglement	




Phys. Rev. A. 67, 052315 (2003) 

Genuine multipartite entanglement	


A family of genuinely N-party entangled states: emerge from a particular sequence of N − 1 phase-
free beam splitters (“N-splitter”) with N squeezed state inputs [P. van Loock and S. L. Braunstein, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 84,3482 (2000)]. 



They gave out the sufficient condition genuine N-party N-mode inseparability for the 
states of this form: 

The total variances are then optimized (minimized) for 
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For an N-mode entangled state, it is sufficient to satisfy N − 1: 	
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by considering N spacelike separated systems at sites j =
1, ..., N , and ask how to derive criteria for genuine n-
party nonlocality, so that we can conclude nonlocality to
be shared among all N parties.

The strongest form of nonlocality is Bell’s nonlocality,
in which all Local Hidden Variable (LHV) models are
falsified [1]. Denoting the hidden variables that specify
the predetermined nature of the system by the set {!},
the locality assumption introduces a factorisation, so that
for all LHV theories

!
N!
j=1

Xj" =
"
!

d!P (!)
N!
j=1

!Xj"!. (2)

Here Xj are the possible results for a measurement X̂j

at site j, !Xj"! is the expected value of Xj for a given
set {!}, and P (!) the hidden variable probability distri-
bution function. Bell’s nonlocality is demonstrated when
(2) fails.

Following Svetlichny [2] and Collins and co-workers [5],
genuine multiparty Bell nonlocality can be tested if we
construct a hybrid local-nonlocal model in which we allow
Bell nonlocality to exist, but only if shared among n# 1
or fewer parties. Let us restrict attention to n#1 > N/2.
In this model, separability is retained between any two
groups A and B of n # 1 and N # n+ 1 parties respec-
tively (Fig. 1). Thus, the fully separable (2) becomes
only partially separable. We label the possible ways of
splitting the sites into two such groups by the index s.
The Svetlichny hybrid local-nonlocal model is

!
N!
j=1

Xj" =
#
s

Ps

"
!

d!Ps(!)!
!
j!As

Xj"s,!!
!
j!Bs

Xj"s,!.

(3)
for any

$
s Ps = 1. In accordance with Refs. [2, 5],

violation of all models (3) confirms the Bell nonlocality
to be genuinely “n-partite”. In this case, we say the Bell
nonlocality is shared among all Nsites.

We next consider the three di!erent types of nonlo-
cality introduced by Wiseman and co-workers in [16] #
Bell nonlocality, steering, and entanglement # that may
exist between two sites. Following references [16, 25],
the LHV model (2) becomes a quantum separable model
when there is a local quantum density operator "!j such

that P (Xj |!) = !Xj |"!j |Xj" for each j (|Xj" being the

eigenstate of X̂j). In this case, the system is described by

a fully separable density matrix, " =
%
!
d!P (!)

&N
j=1

"!j .
Failure of the factorised expansion implies, by definition,
entanglement.

To test for genuine multi-party entanglement, we as-
sume entanglement can hold between n# 1 or fewer par-
ties. The quantum hybrid local-nonlocal model intro-
duced by van Loock and Furusawa [11] is

" =
#
s

Ps

"
!

d!Ps(!)"
!
As
"!Bs

d! (4)

LHV

Bs

LQS

As

Figure 1. A schematic depiction in which three sites may
share Bell nonlocality, but four cannot. The groups As and Bs

are hence separable. The 3 observers of group As “steer” the
system Bs, if this model fails, when it is also constrained that
site Bs be consistent with a local quantum state description.

where "!As
is a density operator, not necessarily factoris-

able, for the sites j $ As (similarly "!Bs
). We note that (4)

is equivalent to description (3) but where the moments
for As and Bs each arise from a quantum density ma-
trix, "!As

and "!Bs
, respectively. The failure of all models

(4) demonstrates genuine n-partite entanglement [11].
Now we turn to the case of “steering”. Following Ref.

[16], we impose the asymmetric constraint on the model
(3) with PS = 1, that there exists a quantum density op-
erator "!BS

for the group of sites labelled BS , but not for
the group collectively labelled AS . Failure of this model
demonstrates “steering” of system BS by AS , as defined
in Ref. [16]. Cavalcanti and co-workers [25] have shown
that such steering can be confirmed through the viola-
tion of “EPR inequalities”, that enable a simple demon-
stration of the EPR paradox. For this Ref. [25] uses the
term “EPR steering”. The EPR inequalities are violated
when a group As can infer the results of a set of conjugate
measurements on Bs, to an accuracy that would violate
a quantum uncertainty principle, if it were possible to
infer the results simultaneously [28].

A hierarchy of nonlocality is implied by the definitions
[16]. The local quantum state description "!As

is a par-
ticular example of a local hidden variable one. Hence,
Bell nonlocality between As and BS implies both steer-
ing and entanglement, and steering implies entanglement
(but not Bell nonlocality). Unlike the other two nonlo-
calities, EPR steering is directional, that A can steer B
does not always imply that B can steer A. Bell nonlo-
cality however implies by definition mutual steering.

The definition of genuine multi-partite steering now
follows naturally. An genuine n-partite steering exists i!
it can be shown that a steering nonlocality is necessarily
shared among all n (or more) sites. This means that
the system cannot be described by any state for which
steering is confined to be shared among n # 1 or fewer
sites. In this paper, we say two parties “share steering”
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which may represent an eavesdropper, set up to attempt
access to information at one of the sites. It is then pos-
sible for observers j = 1, .., N to measure !y and for
observer j = N + 1 to measure !N+1

x . Hence the first
grouping I {1, ..., N ! 1} can infer !N

x , and (simulta-
neously) any second grouping II where j = N + 1 re-
places one of the sites j0, can infer !N

y . This repre-
sents simultaneous measurements of !x and !y for which
!2

inf,I!
N
x +!2

inf,II!
N
y " 1. By considering the alterna-

tive choice of measurement where the observer at j0 mea-
sures instead !j0

x , and observer N+1 measures !N+1
y , we

also conclude !2
inf,II!

N
x + !2

inf,I!
N
y " 1. The impos-

sibility of violation of the EPR inequality (7) for either
group I or group II then follows, along the lines any of
the argument [30].
W states: The outcome is less clear for the N -partite

entangled W state, for which genuine Bell nonlocality is
unexplored. We can use the inequality (7) to show that
W states are genuine N -partite EPR steering entangled.
The W states are readily prepared using parametric am-
plifiers and beam splitters [13]. Consider

|W # =
1$
3
{|100#+ |010#+ |001#}

where the qubit values 0 and 1 represent Pauli spins !1
and !1. The spin !3

z can be predicted by measurement
of the spin product, !1

z!
2
z so that !inf!3

z = 0. Rewriting
the state in terms of the basis for spin !x, we obtain need
to complete this

|W # =
1

24
{|111#

Unlike the GHZ states, the correlation for inference is
very much reduced. However, the inference is still better
than the value !2! = 1 achieved with no correlation,
and in fact !2!x = 9/24 need to complete this and verify
Using the symmetry of the state, we see genuine 3-party
EPR steering is confirmed.

CV GHZ states : A tripartite EPR paradox involv-
ing continuous variable (CV) measurements was pre-
sented by Olsen et al [32]. Consider N harmonic os-
cillators (fields) at sites j, with boson operators aj , a

†
j .

The quadrature amplitudes xj , pj are given by aj =
(xj + ipj)/2. The Heisenberg relation is !xj!pj " 1/4,
so violation of the associated EPR inequality gives the
condition

!infxj!infpj < 1/4 (8)

which if satisfied for each j confirms N partite genuine
EPR steering. A tripartite CV GHZ state [9] is a si-
multaneous eigenstate of xi ! xj and p1 + p2 + p3 with
eigenvalues 0, and can be prepared using beam splitters
and squeezed vacuum states (Fig 2). For such a state, the
following conditional variances are zero (g is an arbitrary
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Figure 2. EPR steering of one system BS (beam {1}) by a
collaborative system AS of two beams ({2!, 3!}). Gaussian
CV entanglement that persists in the presence of eavesdrop-
per Eve cannot be EPR steering entanglement. (a) Genuine
tripartite entanglement between beams {1, 2, 3} can be gen-
erated via squeezed states and beam splitters, as outlined
in Refs. [9, 11, 12]. (b) Genuine N partite entanglement
is shown to exist among beams {1, 2!, 3!}, when entN < 1
(criteria of Ref. Ref. [11]) whereas genuine EPR steering of
beam {1} by beams {2!, 3!} is confirmed by criteria (8) when
EPRN < 1. Once Eve (beams {4, 5} in red) has equal access
to the information on beams 2 and 3 (!2 = !3 = 0.5), the
EPR steering is necessarily destroyed. The cases of N = 2, 4
are also shown.

constant chosen to minimise the variance):

!2
infx1 = !2(x1 ! gx2) = !2(x1 ! gx3) = 0

!2
infp1 = !2(p1 ! g(p2 + p3)) = 0 (9)

Based on the symmetry of the state, we see that (8) is
satisfied and hence the CV GHZ state is genuine tripar-
tite EPR steering entangled.

Entanglement versus EPR steering: Not all multipar-
tite entangled states possess multipartite EPR steering
properties. That entanglement does not imply steering
was shown for bipartite mixed Werner states by Wise-
man, Jones and co-workers [16].

To illustrate for the tripartite case, we consider the CV
GHZ states that can be represented as unitary displace-
ment operators on vacuum states and hence are Gaussian
states. As discussed above, the three beams {1, 2, 3} are
tripartite EPR steering entangled. Consider a further
50 : 50 beam splitter placed on beams 2 and 3, to ob-
tain two new symmetric beams 4, 5 and 6, 7, as in Fig
2. The beams {1, 4, 6} and {1, 5, 7} remain genuine tri-
partite entangled, as can be confirmed using the crite-
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Figure 2. EPR steering of one system BS (beam {1}) by a
collaborative system AS of two beams ({2!, 3!}). Gaussian
CV entanglement that persists in the presence of eavesdrop-
per Eve cannot be EPR steering entanglement. (a) Genuine
tripartite entanglement between beams {1, 2, 3} can be gen-
erated via squeezed states and beam splitters, as outlined
in Refs. [9, 11, 12]. (b) Genuine N partite entanglement
is shown to exist among beams {1, 2!, 3!}, when entN < 1
(criteria of Ref. Ref. [11]) whereas genuine EPR steering of
beam {1} by beams {2!, 3!} is confirmed by criteria (8) when
EPRN < 1. Once Eve (beams {4, 5} in red) has equal access
to the information on beams 2 and 3 (!2 = !3 = 0.5), the
EPR steering is necessarily destroyed. The cases of N = 2, 4
are also shown.
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following conditional variances are zero (g is an arbitrary
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Figure 2. EPR steering of one system BS (beam {1}) by a
collaborative system AS of two beams ({2!, 3!}). Gaussian
CV entanglement that persists in the presence of eavesdrop-
per Eve cannot be EPR steering entanglement. (a) Genuine
tripartite entanglement between beams {1, 2, 3} can be gen-
erated via squeezed states and beam splitters, as outlined
in Refs. [9, 11, 12]. (b) Genuine N partite entanglement
is shown to exist among beams {1, 2!, 3!}, when entN < 1
(criteria of Ref. Ref. [11]) whereas genuine EPR steering of
beam {1} by beams {2!, 3!} is confirmed by criteria (8) when
EPRN < 1. Once Eve (beams {4, 5} in red) has equal access
to the information on beams 2 and 3 (!2 = !3 = 0.5), the
EPR steering is necessarily destroyed. The cases of N = 2, 4
are also shown.

constant chosen to minimise the variance):

!2
infx1 = !2(x1 ! gx2) = !2(x1 ! gx3) = 0

!2
infp1 = !2(p1 ! g(p2 + p3)) = 0 (9)

Based on the symmetry of the state, we see that (8) is
satisfied and hence the CV GHZ state is genuine tripar-
tite EPR steering entangled.

Entanglement versus EPR steering: Not all multipar-
tite entangled states possess multipartite EPR steering
properties. That entanglement does not imply steering
was shown for bipartite mixed Werner states by Wise-
man, Jones and co-workers [16].

To illustrate for the tripartite case, we consider the CV
GHZ states that can be represented as unitary displace-
ment operators on vacuum states and hence are Gaussian
states. As discussed above, the three beams {1, 2, 3} are
tripartite EPR steering entangled. Consider a further
50 : 50 beam splitter placed on beams 2 and 3, to ob-
tain two new symmetric beams 4, 5 and 6, 7, as in Fig
2. The beams {1, 4, 6} and {1, 5, 7} remain genuine tri-
partite entangled, as can be confirmed using the crite-











Optimal relation between two squeezing parameters (r1; r2) 

The states are unbiased (all diagonal entries of the correlation matrix equal), having minimum 
energy at given degree of entanglement or, in other words, maximum entanglement for a given 
mean photom number 
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